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Guidance for Industry and
Food and Drug Administration Staff
Guidance for the Non‐Clinical and Clinical
Investigation of Devices Used for the
Treatment of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
(BPH)
This guidance represents the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's) current thinking on this
topic. It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to
bind FDA or the public. You can use an alternative approach if the approach satisfies the
requirements of the applicable statutes and regulations. If you want to discuss an
alternative approach, contact the FDA staff responsible for implementing this guidance. If
you cannot identify the appropriate FDA staff, call the appropriate number listed on the title
page of this guidance.

I. Introduction
As men age, the prostate enlarges over time obstructing the prostatic urethra and
interfering with sphincter function. The resulting condition, known as benign prostatic
hyperplasia (BPH), is associated with decreased peak urinary flow rate (Qmax) and increased
post void residual urine (PVR). Men with BPH experience bothersome lower urinary tract
symptoms (LUTS) that affect their quality of life by disrupting sleep patterns or interfering
with daily activities.
Although BPH is uncommon in young men, it is remarkably common in older men.
Epidemiological studies estimate that 50% of men have histological BPH by age 60. The
prevalence increases to 90% in men over 85. 1,2 Similar to the histological evidence, the
1

Berry SJ, Coffey DS, Walsh PC, Ewing LL, The development of human benign prostatic
hyperplasia by age. J Urol, 1984, 132:474-479.
2
Isaacs, JT, Coffey DS, Etiology and disease process of benign prostatic hyperplasia.
Prostate, 1989, 2(Suppl):33-50.
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prevalence of LUTS and other clinical indicators of BPH increases with age and is similar
across various countries and ethnic groups studied. 3,4,5,6,7 Therefore, BPH is considered a
significant medical condition that has, and will continue to have, considerable public health
impact.
A well‐designed, scientifically sound investigational plan, both non‐clinical and clinical, is
essential to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of a medical device intended to treat BPH.
Prior to use in humans, it is essential to demonstrate that the device will function as
intended in its environment of use. The design of medical devices involves the
development and verification of a battery of specifications that define basic safety and
performance requirements of the device. Most design specifications are validated in non‐
clinical testing, which allows assessment of device function and safety under controlled
circumstances. Additionally, a comprehensive non‐clinical battery of testing provides a
foundation for evaluating future changes to the device.
The ultimate goal when conducting a clinical investigation of a device to treat BPH is to
design a study using objective, unbiased outcomes to measure the safety and effectiveness
of treatment. Major challenges faced when designing a clinical study to assess the safety
and effectiveness of a BPH device include the placebo effect and spontaneous remissions
that commonly occur with BPH, the inherent variability and subjectivity of the typical
outcome measures commonly used to assess the effectiveness of treatment, and the
availability of effective treatments for BPH.
This guidance identifies the key features of non‐clinical and clinical investigational plans
used to support investigational device exemptions (IDEs), premarket approval applications
(PMAs), and some premarket notifications (510(k)s) for devices used in the treatment of
BPH. Some recommendations in this document may not apply to a particular device, and
additional recommendations may be appropriate for novel device types or technologies.
FDA will consider alternative non‐clinical and clinical testing when the proposed alternatives
3

Chute CG, Panser LA, Girman CJ, et al. The prevalence of prostatism: a population-based
survey of urinary symptoms. J Urol, 1993, 150:85-89.
4
Homma Y, Kawabe K, Tsukamoto T, et al., Epidemiological survey of lower urinary tract
symptoms in Asia and Australia using the International Prostate Symptom Score. Int Urol
1997, 4:40-46.
5
Hunter DJW, Berra-Unamuno A, Martin-Gordo A, Prevalence of urinary symptoms and
other urological conditions in Spanish men 50 years old or older. J Urol, 1996; 155:19651970.
6
Sagnier PP, MacFarlane G, Richard F, Botto H, Teillac P, Boyle P, Results of an
epidemiological survey using a modified American Urological Association symptom index
for benign prostatic hyperplasia in France. J Urol, 1994, 151:1266-1270.
7
Tan HY, Choo WC, Archibald C, Esuvaranathan K, A community-based study of prostatic
symptoms in Singapore. J Urol, 1997; 157:890-893.
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are supported by an adequate scientific rationale. We encourage you to contact the
Urology and Lithotripsy Devices Branch (ULDB) when designing your clinical investigation
and prior to submission of an original IDE application.
FDA’s guidance documents, including this guidance, do not establish legally enforceable
responsibilities. Instead, guidances describe the Agency’s current thinking on a topic and
should be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory
requirements are cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidances means that
something is suggested or recommended, but not required.

II. Scope
This guidance document addresses the general concepts that we recommend you consider
when designing an investigational plan, both non‐clinical and clinical, for a medical device
indicated for the treatment of BPH. We do not distinguish between indications for use that
specifically identify BPH as the disease being treated, and indications for use that identify
surgical treatments for BPH, e.g., prostatectomy, transurethral incision of the prostate. This
guidance does not apply to devices intended to treat other diseases of the prostate, such as
prostate cancer.
These concepts are generally applicable for any type of BPH treatment device undergoing
non‐clinical and clinical investigation to support a marketing submission. The device may be
either class II or class III, and the technologies may include the following:
Class

Classification
Regulation (21 CFR)
21 CFR §878.4810

II

21 CFR §876.4300

II

*
*
*
*

III
III
III
III

Product
Code
OEL†
OEK
OEJ
MIK
MEQ
MER
NZC

Description
Laser surgical instrument for use in general
and plastic surgery and in dermatology
Endoscopic electrosurgical unit and
accessories
Device, Ultrasonic, Thermal Ablation
System, Hyperthermia, Microwave (BPH)
Stent, Urethral Prostatic, Permanent
Stent, urethral, prostatic, semi‐permanent

†

Medical lasers with specific indications for BPH cleared prior to issue of this guidance may have been
assigned GEX as a product code.
* These devices are class III, requiring premarket approval applications before marketing (section 513(a) of
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 360c(a)).

The non‐clinical recommendations apply to class II and class III devices. The
recommendations provide a framework for performance testing to demonstrate substantial
equivalence in a 510(k) premarket notification, for bench testing to demonstrate safety and
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proof of concept for an investigational device exemption (IDE), or for a comprehensive
device evaluation to support safety and effectiveness in a premarket approval application
(PMA).
The clinical recommendations in this guidance are not intended for the review of 510(k)
premarket notifications for class II devices that have traditionally been used in surgical
interventions for BPH, such as cutting loops or scalpels. Additionally, the clinical
recommendations may not apply to some class II devices indicated for the treatment of BPH
that use well‐established technologies and could be found substantially equivalent without
clinical data. 8
Section 513(a)(1)(B) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act allows the Agency to develop
guidelines for the submission of clinical data under 510(k) “to provide reasonable assurance
of the safety and effectiveness of the device.” For some class II devices, the submission of
clinical data to support an indication for the treatment of BPH (or any equivalent term) is
appropriate and may be necessary to support substantial equivalence in a 510(k) premarket
notification. If you plan to collect clinical performance data to support approval or
clearance of a device with new technological characteristics, a new indication, or specific
labeling and marketing claims, we recommend that you address the considerations
discussed in this guidance document when designing the clinical study.
If a clinical study is needed, the study must be conducted under the Investigation Device
Exemption (IDE) regulation, 21 CFR Part 812. We believe that most of the devices addressed
by this guidance are significant risk devices as defined in 21 CFR 812.3(m). 9 In addition to
the requirement of having a FDA‐approved IDE application, sponsors of such trials must

8

On September 29, 1995, the Agency issued a policy and draft guide for the clinical
investigation of general use lasers used specifically for the treatment of benign prostatic
hyperplasia. This policy stated that clinical data would be needed in addition to standard
bench and animal testing to support indications of prostatectomy, treatment of BPH, or
equivalent terms until a sufficient body of knowledge existed to render the need for such data
obsolete. At this time, we believe that medical lasers approved for general use in the
urological tract to incise, excise, vaporize, and coagulate soft tissues should continue to be
evaluated through 510(k) for specific indications including the treatment of BPH or
equivalent terms (e.g., prostatectomy or visual laser ablation of the prostate). Lasers that are
similar in design and operational characteristics to legally marketed predicates may be found
substantially equivalent without clinical data. However, the Agency may request clinical
data for lasers with significantly different technological characteristics or to support
marketing or labeling claims that state or imply superiority to another device or therapy.
9
For additional guidance, see Blue Book Memorandum entitled “Significant Risk and
Nonsignificant Risk Medical Devices Studies,” http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ScienceResea
rch/SpecialTopics/RunningClinicalTrials/GuidancesInformationSheetsandNotices/UCM1180
82.pdf
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comply with the regulations governing institutional review boards (21 CFR Part 56) and
informed consent (21 CFR Part 50). 10,11

III. Non‐Clinical Testing Recommendations
Prior to use in humans, it is essential to demonstrate that your device will function as
intended in its environment of use. The design of medical devices involves non‐clinical
development and verification of specifications that define basic safety and performance
requirements of the device. Most design specifications are validated in non‐clinical testing,
which allows assessment of device function and safety under controlled circumstances.
Additionally, a comprehensive, non‐clinical battery of testing provides a foundation for
evaluating future changes to the device. We recommend you provide comprehensive non‐
clinical testing with predefined performance limits (i.e., specifications) to support an IDE
application, a PMA application, or a 510(k) submission for a new device intended to treat
BPH.
This section describes the types of testing that generally have been adequate to support
applications for devices intended to treat BPH. Not all of the issues and testing discussed
below are applicable to every new device intended to treat BPH, and additional issues or
testing not described below may be appropriate for your device depending on its design
and mechanism of action.
When you develop the non‐clinical testing plan for your device, we encourage you to
explore the use of other guidance documents and consensus standards that directly or
indirectly relate to relevant aspects of your device. For example, some of the methods
frequently used to test performance characteristics of urinary catheters may be applicable
to devices intended to treat BPH, such as transurethral microwave thermotherapy (TUMT)
applicators. If you use other guidance or consensus standards in developing your non‐
clinical test plan, we recommend you provide a clear rationale describing how the guidance
or consensus standards are relevant to your device.

10

For devices that are not significant risk, sponsors of clinical investigations still must
comply with the regulations governing institutional review boards (21 CRF 56) and informed
consent (21 CFR 50).
11
You should review the statutory definition of applicable clinical trial to determine if
your trial must be registered to comply with the law. See PL 110-85, Section 801(a),
(adding new 42 U.S.C. 282(j)(1)(A)). http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgibin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=110_cong_public_laws&docid=f:publ085.110.pdf Information can
be submitted to ClinicalTrials.gov using the Protocol Registration System (PRS). For more
information visit the PRS Information Page (http://prsinfo.clinicaltrials.gov).
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A.

Material Safety

We recommend that you provide data or information that supports the material safety
of all patient‐contacting components of your device. Because steps in processing,
manufacturing and sterilization may introduce new materials and potentially harmful
agents not present in the raw material components, it is difficult to support the material
safety of a device based solely upon the safety of either similar devices or the raw
materials. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the material safety of your device, we
recommend that you conduct biocompatibility testing on the patient‐contacting
components of your device in their the final, fully processed, packaged, and sterilized
form, in accordance with recognized standards and applicable FDA guidance.
For guidance on the selection of biocompatibility tests, please refer to the Blue Book
memorandum #G95‐1, “Use of International Standard ISO‐10993, ‘Biological
Evaluation of Medical Devices Part 1: Evaluation and Testing’” (May 1, 1995). 12
In order to facilitate our independent assessment, we recommend you include the
following for all biocompatibility testing conducted:






a summary of the results;
test protocols;
all raw data sheets;
the acceptance criteria; and
any other supporting data.

Frequently, the highest concentrations of potentially harmful materials or agents exist in
a new device and may gradually diminish over time. For this reason, biocompatibility
testing is often conducted on new devices with little storage time. However, for some
devices, the material risks change during long‐term storage. For example, long‐term
storage can allow potentially harmful agents removed from the surface during
processing to resurface from the bulk of the device. We recommend you evaluate the
impact of device storage on the material safety of your device and conduct the
biocompatibility testing at time points in which the potentially harmful materials or
agents are likely to be at their highest concentration.

B.

Electrical Safety

Devices that include electrical components, including devices that contain batteries, can
injure both patients and users if important safety specifications (e.g., maximum leakage
current or adequate grounding) are not addressed. Therefore, if your device includes
12

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/
ucm080735.htm
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electrical components, we recommend you demonstrate that the finished device meets
all applicable electrical safety requirements, including labeling, as specified in the latest
version of a FDA‐recognized electrical standard for medical devices.

C.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Electromagnetic energy emitted by various devices, including household objects, can
interfere with the function of medical devices. If your device emits or could be affected
by electromagnetic energy, we recommend that you provide evidence of the device’s
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), including immunity (i.e., the device functions
satisfactorily in the intended use environment) and emission characteristics (i.e., the
device does not emit electromagnetic energy that interferes with other equipment).
We recommend you demonstrate that the finished product meets the applicable EMC
requirements, including labeling, as specified in the latest version of a relevant, FDA‐
recognized standard for medical devices.
If your device contains a thermometry system, electromagnetic interference can impair
the function and accuracy of the temperature sensors. We recommend you include a
discussion of how you eliminated or avoided electromagnetic interference with the
temperature sensors during testing and treatment, especially if the thermometry
system controls treatment delivery. We recommend your discussion include:





D.

the method used to electrically isolate the signal paths of the system's
thermocouples;
the thermocouple sheathing material;
the filters used to decrease electromagnetic interference; and
how electromagnetic interference will be minimized in the clinical environment.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Compatibility

The MRI environment includes a strong static magnetic field including its associated
spatial gradient, pulsed gradient magnetic fields, and pulsed radio frequency (RF) fields.
The interactions of these fields with medical devices placed within the fields create
safety concerns including serious patient injury, device malfunction, and poor image
quality. You should establish the compatibility of your device with MRI scans and label
your device accordingly. 13

13

Additional information regarding MRI compatibility can be found in document entitled
“Guidance for Industry and FDA Staff - Establishing Safety and Compatibility of Passive
Implants in the Magnetic Resonance (MR) Environment” (August 21, 2008) at
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDo
cuments/ucm107708.pdf
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E.

Mechanical Testing

Medical devices are subject to mechanical forces during use. Damage or failure of the
device due to mechanical forces could result in poor performance or injury to the
patient. Therefore, we recommend you conduct comprehensive mechanical testing to
demonstrate that the device and its components can withstand the mechanical stresses
of its environment over its expected lifetime. In addition, we recommend this set of
tests simulate the mechanical stresses experienced by the device during use, e.g., the
forces associated with body movement, insertion, or removal. Mechanical testing
includes mechanical strength (e.g., tensile testing), cyclic loading, and simulated use.
In order to facilitate our independent assessment, we recommend you provide a
complete description and justification for each mechanical test conducted, including:







F.

a description of the test article, including its size, sterilization status, age, and
any modifications that were made to allow the performance of the test;
the number of samples tested;
the testing environment used, e.g., synthetic urine, water, air;
the load applied, including the rate, direction, and placement;
the predetermined performance criteria; and
other relevant parameters used in the tests.

Corrosion or Degradation

The urological environment can degrade materials routinely used in medical devices,
impacting device performance and safety. We recommend you include corrosion or
degradation testing that assesses the effects of bodily fluids on your device. We
recommend you:






perform the testing in a natural or artificial medium that is chemically equivalent
to the environment the device will experience in vivo;
select a time course relevant to the proposed clinical use;
examine the device for any visible corrosion product or encrustation;
test the device to determine changes in structural integrity or function; and
measure the device for any change in weight or dimensions.

In order to facilitate our independent evaluation, we recommend you provide a
complete description and justification of the following:




the test articles, including the size, sterilization status, age, and any
modifications that were made to allow the performance of the test;
the number of samples tested;
the methods used, including the environment and time course;
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G.

the evaluation methods, i.e., visual evaluation, dimensional evaluation,
mechanical integrity;
the predetermined performance criteria; and
any other relevant parameters.

Sterilization

If any component of your device has the potential to introduce pathogens into
otherwise aseptic or sterile tissues, we recommend you provide information regarding
the means by which pathogens are eliminated from the device, such as sterilization. For
any devices or components that are provided sterile, please refer to the document
“Updated 510(k) Sterility Review Guidance K90‐1; Guidance for Industry and FDA”
(August 30, 2002) for the recommended information to include in your 510(k). 14
Additional information (e.g., package integrity testing) or more detailed information
(e.g., the results of sterilization cycle validation testing) may be requested for IDE or
PMA applications.
If your device, or any of its components, is intended to be reused and has the potential
to introduce pathogens into otherwise aseptic or sterile tissues, we recommend you
provide detailed instructions on reprocessing methods and evidence that the
components can be safely disinfected or sterilized through these methods.

H.

Software

Within the context of medical devices, software includes:






firmware and other means for software‐based control of medical devices;
stand‐alone software applications;
software intended for installation in general‐purpose computers;
dedicated hardware/software medical devices; and
software included in accessories to medical devices.

If your device includes software, we recommend you provide the information based on
the risks associated with software failure prior to mitigation, i.e., “level of concern.” We
recommend you submit the information for software devices described in “Guidance for
the Content of Premarket Submissions for Software Contained in Medical Devices”
(May 11, 2005). 15

14

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/
ucm072783.htm
15
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/
ucm089543.htm
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I.

Repeated Use Reliability

The performance and safety of devices, components, or accessories intended for use in
multiple treatments can degrade with repeated use and sterilization. If your device
contains components intended for use in multiple treatments, we recommend you
provide mechanical and functional test data that support device reliability throughout
the life expectancy of the components.

J.

In Vitro Thermal Mapping (Phantom Study)

Some devices treat BPH by generating thermal fields within the prostate, (e.g., TUMT).
The magnitude and distribution of the thermal field impacts the therapeutic effect and
risks associated with the device. In vitro thermal mapping in a tissue‐equivalent
phantom provides important information on the thermal field prior to use of the device
in human or animal populations.
If your device is a thermal field‐producing device, we recommend you map the
temperature gradient (i.e., the depth of penetration and distribution of heat), in a
tissue‐equivalent phantom, at body temperature. We recommend that the design of
the phantom studies provide the following information:





a spatial plot of the specific absorption rate (SAR, in W/Kg);
a spatial plot of the measured temperature as a function of time; 16
the value, location, and time of maximum recorded temperature; and
data recorded at various distances along multiple radial planes (i.e., preferential
side, opposite the preferential side, and on each of the lateral sides), including
the value, radial distance, and time of the maximum recorded temperature in
each plane, if preferential heating applies to the device. 17

A variety of scientifically valid methods exists to conduct these types of phantom
studies. We recommend you provide a detailed explanation and justification of the
methods used including:


16

the test apparatus, including diagrams labeled with dimensions and the location
of the sensors;

For catheter-based applicators, a spatial plot is usually most conveniently created by
measuring the temperature along the length of the catheter and in multiple radial planes.
17
Some thermotherapy applicators are specifically designed to provide preferential heating.
However, preferential heating occurs to some extent in any applicator that is not perfectly
axi-symmetric. Therefore, we recommend that you collect data in multiple radial planes for
all devices in the initial phantom testing. If the testing verifies that the thermal fields are
symmetric, you can reduce the number of planes during subsequent phantom testing.
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the sensors used, including evidence that they are not affected by the field
generated by the device;
the phantom, including its composition, thermal and physical constants
(e.g., thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity) electromagnetic
properties, e.g., permittivity and electrical conductivity at the proposed
frequency, and a literature reference for the phantom, if available;
the device settings and parameters used; and
the technological characteristics of the power control unit and the power
adjustment method.






When you report the findings of thermal mapping for your device, we recommend that
you include a scientifically sound rationale describing how the results obtained with the
tissue‐equivalent phantom relate to clinical use in humans. Specifically, we recommend
the discussion include the following:




K.

the relationship between results and the pertinent anatomy of the lower
urinary tract;
how the data demonstrate that your device provides therapeutic heating to the
prostate without clinically significant heating of the non‐target tissues; and
the impact of the heterogeneous tissue composition of the prostate and
surrounding tissues including blood flow.

Animal Study

In order to validate the performance of the device for its intended use, we believe
animal studies provide a valuable assessment of the functional characteristics of device
design and of the safety of the procedure. The inherent limitations of bench models can
make adequate assessment of some safety and effectiveness issues difficult with bench
testing alone. For example, bench testing alone cannot assess tissue necrosis and
healing for thermal field‐producing devices. For most new BPH devices, animal studies
provide data to evaluate such safety and effectiveness concerns prior to clinical use in
humans. In some instances, animal studies may provide sufficient data to establish
equivalent safety and effectiveness to a legally marketed device without clinical data.
We recommend you assess the need for animal studies in your comprehensive, non‐
clinical testing plan. The need for animal studies for a new device intended to treat BPH
depends on factors including:






device design;
material construction;
mechanism of action;
duration of clinical use;
history of clinical use; and
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data from prior animal studies, human clinical trials (foreign and domestic), or
other appropriate studies.

In order to facilitate our independent evaluation of your study methods and outcome,
we recommend you provide complete detailed descriptions and justifications for the
following:









choice of animal model and the number of animals tested; 18
the test protocol, including objectives and procedures;
the study results, including the investigator's comments;
the study conclusions;
the treatment site;
all complications;
all device malfunctions; and
the study results relating to the human anatomy and the intended use of the
device.

In addition, we recommend you provide a histological examination of the treatment
areas, preferably evaluated by a masked, independent pathologist, that includes the
following:




serial sectioning and staining with hematoxylin and eosin stain;
actual representative photographs of the microscopic histology whenever
possible; and
microscopic review and histological description of changes in the prostate, rectal
wall, bladder neck, external sphincter, neurovascular bundle, and prostatic
capsule;

We recommend that the following specific animal studies be conducted for new thermal
field‐producing devices and stents.
1. Thermotherapy
Thermal field‐producing (i.e., thermotherapy) devices for the treatment of BPH by
design generate tissue damaging temperatures as a mechanism of action. Bench
testing, such as in vitro thermal mapping, provides partial evidence that a thermal
field‐producing device can raise the target tissue to therapeutic temperatures
without clinically significant heating of the surrounding non‐target tissues (e.g.,
rectum, bladder). However, the models commonly used do not capture important
18

We recommend that you conduct the study using an analytically meaningful number of
animals for each experimental condition (i.e., each observation time point, each device
operational setting).
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characteristics of the human urological system that impact device performance and
safety, such as blood flow, tissue heterogeneity, and active tissue processes such as
healing.
We believe animal studies examining the temperature distributions, histological
changes, and safety of the non‐target tissues are important in assessing the tissue
effects of the treatment prior to clinical use in humans. Animal studies are
particularly important for a device in which the heating is not localized and the
entire prostate is exposed to prolonged heating (e.g., TUMT devices), or for devices
that use novel mechanisms for generating the thermal field.
We recommend you conduct an animal study, in male dogs, to provide a complete
thermal mapping of the prostate and non‐target tissues (i.e., transperineal
interstitial thermal mapping including the intraprostatic, periprostatic, and anterior
rectal wall tissues). Due to the differences in human and animal anatomy, we
recommend the location of the device components (treatment applicator,
temperature probes) and the temperature sensors be image‐verified.
We recommend you select operating parameters for the animal study that
approximate clinical use in humans in order to evaluate the safety and functional
characteristics of the device design, and to validate the performance of the device
for its intended use. We recommend you evaluate the complete range of achievable
power levels and temperatures, including the maximum power and time settings. If
your device includes multiple applicator designs or different operational settings
(e.g., treatment time, power), we recommend you conduct complete testing for
each design and setting. For example, if your device includes both a cooled
applicator and a non‐cooled applicator, we recommend you conduct a complete
animal study for each applicator. If your device allows for multiple treatments, the
number of treatments used in the animal studies should equal the maximum
number of treatments that will be allowed clinically.
Because these devices rely on an immediate tissue injury, followed by a necrotic
process and subsequent healing to achieve their effectiveness, we recommend you
evaluate both the early tissue effects and subsequent early healing (e.g., 24 hours
and 3 weeks after treatment).
As described above, we recommend you provide a discussion of the thermal results
as they relate to human anatomy. Specifically, we recommend you compare the
observed area of heating with the relevant anatomy, including:



the area of heating on preferential side compared with anterior and lateral
prostatic dimensions;
the area of heating opposite preferential side compared with the distance
between the urethra and the rectal wall; and
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the area of heating on lateral sides as related to human anatomy.

2. Stents
We believe the need for animal studies for prostatic stents intended to treat or
relieve BPH depends on the device design, material construction, mechanism of
action, duration of use, and any novel aspect. For example, animal data would be
essential to evaluate the safety of a permanent prostatic stent prior to clinical use in
humans.
We recommend you use methods in the animal study that closely approximate the
intended clinical methods to evaluate the safety of the procedure, to evaluate the
functional characteristics of the design, and to validate the performance of the
device for its intended use. In addition, we recommend you select follow‐up periods
and sacrifice periods that provide meaningful assessment of the device effects.
We recommend the animal study include:





placement of a single stent;
placement of the maximum number of stents proposed for use in the clinical
study;
repositioning the device; and
removal using the recommended techniques.

We recommend you assess the following adverse events:










stent migration;
encrustation;
erosion;
pressure necrosis;
urothelial hyperplasia;
stone formation;
urethral edema;
cellular atypia; and
device failure or breakage.

We recommend you conduct a macroscopic and microscopic evaluation of the stent
including calcification, erosion, and epithelization.
If your stent can be explanted or removed, we recommend you conduct mechanical
testing similar to the non‐clinical testing (as discussed in E. Mechanical Testing,
above) on the explanted stents in order to evaluate any changes to the structural
integrity of the device that may have occurred due to stent implantation.
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If your stent is designed to resorb, we recommend you evaluate the degree of
absorption or degradation at multiple time points. In addition, we recommend the
timing of your evaluations be sufficient to evaluate the rate of degradation and to
demonstrate that complete healing and total elimination of the stent occurs.

IV. Pilot Study Recommendations
For BPH devices that are novel or represent a significant shift in technology or use relative
to existing products, we recommend that you stage the clinical investigation of your device
in phases to minimize the risks to investigational subjects, to ensure device functionality, to
monitor safety, and to gain experience in use of the device prior to commencing a large
clinical study. These phases typically consist of an initial phase, commonly referred to as a
“pilot” or “feasibility” study, followed by a pivotal study.
During the pilot study phase, you can gain valuable information regarding short‐term safety,
treatment technique, study conduct, and the optimal patient population. Additionally,
information obtained from exploratory analyses of the pilot study results can be used to
refine pivotal study hypothesis, identify the most suitable endpoints and estimate their
response to treatment and variance, and investigate potential indications for use.
Information from a pilot study may also allow a limited evaluation of the factors that may
introduce bias (e.g., covariates).
A pilot study generally involves a limited number of subjects and sites, and close monitoring
of all adverse events. The size and duration of the pilot study can vary depending upon the
type of device being investigated. For example, a pilot study for a novel or high risk device
generally begins with a smaller sample size and follows subjects for a longer period of time.
We recommend the pilot study protocol prospectively define the minimum dataset (i.e.,
number of enrolled subjects and the minimum duration of follow‐up on those subjects) to
be collected to support initiation of the pivotal study. For investigations conducted under
an IDE application, we recommend you submit a detailed report of the pre‐specified pilot
study dataset prior to, or at the time of, the request for pivotal study approval. Analysis of
the pilot study dataset will help determine whether it is appropriate to initiate the pivotal
study.
In situations where the performance of the control group is not well characterized, or there
are logistical issues associated with randomization that require exploration, we recommend
you randomize subjects in your pilot study between study groups. This information can
help you adequately power and carry out the subsequent pivotal study.
We believe it is unlikely that pilot study data can be pooled with pivotal study data because
there are often differences in the pilot and pivotal study protocols. If you intend to pool
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pilot and pivotal study results, we recommend you provide a rationale showing that it is
statistically and clinically valid to pool the data from the pilot and the pivotal studies.
For thermal field‐producing devices in which heating is not localized and the entire prostate
is exposed to prolonged heating (e.g., TUMT devices), we recommend that you conduct a
pilot study that includes transperineal interstitial thermal mapping to ensure that the
pivotal study population will not be placed at unreasonable risk. We acknowledge that
there are risks associated with interstitial thermometry. However, we believe that
interstitial thermal mapping provides essential data necessary to evaluate the temperatures
achieved and to assess the safety of exposure to such temperatures, which support the
reliability of the treatment effect and the safety profile of the device. We recommend you
conduct interstitial thermal mapping to provide reasonable assurance that therapeutic
temperatures are reached, can be controlled, and are safe.
For interstitial thermal mapping, we recommend you acquire temperature measurements
at the time of the first treatment session on a small but analytically useful number of
subjects, e.g., the first 10 patients treated. The methods should characterize the
temperature distribution in the prostatic and periprostatic tissues, including the rectal wall,
and monitor for unexpectedly high or low temperatures being produced within affected
areas. These measurements are usually accomplished by introducing at least two fiber
optic thermal sensors transperineally using direct imaging control by transrectal ultrasound
under local anesthesia extending into the prostatic capsule. Alternate thermosensors are
acceptable if there is an adequate demonstration that they are not affected by the energy
field generated by the device. We recommend you carefully collect and report all adverse
events.

V. Pivotal Study Recommendations
The purpose of the pivotal clinical study is to collect the primary evidence of safety and
effectiveness to support a marketing submission or application. This phase of the clinical
investigation is conducted after sufficient evidence of device safety and function is available
from preclinical and (if necessary) pilot clinical study testing to support its use in human
research subjects.
Proper pivotal study design can minimize error and bias, and facilitate an objective
assessment of the investigational device. We recommend you conduct a pivotal study of a
device intended to treat BPH at multiple clinical sites to demonstrate that the study results
are repeatable among a wide variety of investigators and patient populations, and to
increase the likelihood that the study population is representative of the general patient
population.
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We recommend that you address the following when designing a pivotal clinical study for a
device intended to treat BPH.

A.

Study Objective

The study objective forms the basic framework for the study design and helps in
identifying the control, the primary endpoint, the study follow‐up duration, and the
primary statistical analysis. The statistical hypothesis follows directly from the primary
objective of the study. For these reasons, you should state a clear study objective before
you design your pivotal clinical trial. All elements of your trial design should be
consistent with your study objective.

B.

Minimizing Bias

One consideration in the design of any clinical study is how to minimize known or
suspected sources of bias so the study conclusions can be clearly and objectively
assessed. Bias occurs when any characteristic of the investigator, study population, or
study conduct interferes in a systemic way with the ability to measure a variable
accurately. Appendix 1 identifies common sources of potential bias and methods that
are frequently employed to mitigate them. These sources of bias are discussed
individually in the C. Randomization and Controls, D. Blinding (Masking), I. Patient
Selection Criteria, and N. Statistical Analysis Recommendations sections of this
guidance document.
If these sources of bias are not adequately minimized, the validity of the study’s
conclusions regarding the safety and effectiveness of the investigational device may be
questionable. For all study designs, we recommend your protocol include a section
describing how the study design intends to minimize bias.

C.

Randomization and Controls

Clinical investigations of devices for the treatment of BPH pose unique challenges such
as a placebo effect, spontaneous remissions, subjectivity of lower urinary tract
symptoms (LUTS) and quality of life instruments, difficulty in securing reliable
measurement of LUTS and quality of life, and wide availability of effective treatments
for BPH.
We believe these challenges are most efficiently overcome by using a randomized,
controlled trial design. The benefit of a randomized, controlled trial is its tendency to
balance confounding factors between study groups and minimize the potential for bias.
The potential advantages of a randomized, controlled trial design extend not only to the
evaluation of device effectiveness, but also to the evaluation of safety. Adverse event
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rates may be affected by factors such as subject characteristics, device design, evolving
procedural methods, and operator experience, and may be much more difficult to
evaluate when using historical control data.
Randomizing subjects between study groups is a standard method to minimize selection
bias and control for confounding factors. Selection bias occurs when subjects
possessing one or more important prognostic factor appear more frequently in one
study group than the other. The randomization process assigns subjects to an
intervention or control group such that each subject has an equal chance of being
selected for each group. Randomization also protects the trial from conscious or
subconscious actions on the part of study investigators that could lead to study groups
that are not comparable, e.g., selecting the most symptomatic patients for the therapy
thought by the study investigator to be the more aggressive treatment.
We recommend you:





pre‐specify the randomization method in the study protocol;
balance the assignment of subjects within each site, e.g., block randomization;
preclude investigators and other study personnel from predicting or influencing
the assignment of subjects; and
prevent natural patterns of patient behavior from influencing study assignment.

When designing a randomized, controlled study, we recommend you select an
appropriate control therapy. There are a variety of scientific and ethical issues that may
influence the choice of control. 19 Typically, the current standard of care for the
targeted patient population represents the most clinically meaningful control. However,
other factors may also influence this decision. We recommend you address each of the
following specific factors when choosing a control:








19

standard of care;
indications for use of the investigational device;
any desired claims;
risks versus benefits, i.e., to permit a clinically meaningful comparison, it is
desirable for the risk‐to‐benefit ratio of the control treatment to be comparable
to that of the investigational device;
ability to effectively mask the investigator, subject, and evaluator;
time to treatment effect; and
device design.

Temple R, Ellenberg SS, Placebo-controlled trials and active-control trials in the
evaluation of new treatments. Part 1: Ethical and scientific issues. Ann Intern Med, 2000,
133(6):455-461.
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Potential control therapies include:





an accepted surgical procedure, e.g., transurethral resection of the prostate
(TURP);
a medical device approved for the treatment of BPH;
sham treatment; and
a drug approved for the treatment of BPH.

TURP is considered the gold standard surgical treatment for BPH and there are many
successful clinical trials using TURP as a control.
A control that consists of a treatment with a legally marketed device, similar in design to
the investigational device, is often a desirable option because study design, patient
enrollment, and data analysis may be straightforward. For example, it might be both
simple and appropriate to use a randomized study to compare the safety and
effectiveness of a new TUMT system to a legally marketed system with similar design
and operational characteristics.
Sham controlled studies represent one study design and choice of control group which
may allow for discrimination of patient outcomes caused by the test treatment from
outcomes caused by other factors such as patient or observer expectations. This type of
study design may be most appropriate for studies with subjective endpoints, such as
reduction in patient‐reported symptoms. Sham surgical procedures/treatments
typically involve more risk than the placebo control arm in drug trials and should be
used in limited circumstances. This study design should only be considered when it is
methodologically necessary, i.e., when designs that are unblended are methodologically
unacceptable (e.g., because endpoints are subjective) and when a “no treatment”
control is methodologically required. Furthermore, the withholding of treatment should
not lead to serious harm, such as death or irreversible morbidity. FDA recognizes that it
may be difficult for sponsors to develop a clinical study design with a sham control arm
that investigators, institutional review boards, and patients believe is ethical; for this
reason, studies involving a sham control arm should be carefully considered and
planned.
The use of an approved drug therapy as a control is an option that provides the subject
with active therapy for the duration of the study. However, drug‐controlled studies are
difficult to design, because devices used to treat BPH generally have significantly
dissimilar expected risks and different mechanisms of action compared to approved
drug therapies. 20 Additionally, devices achieve full effectiveness quickly, while drug
AUA Guideline on the Management of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, 2003 (updated 2006).
(http://www.auanet.org/content/guidelines-and-quality-care/clinical-guidelines.cfm?sub=bph
&CFID=2198788&CFTOKEN=48779891&jsessionid=8430dfa1251724c827c53e522961654
33457)
20
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therapies often require many months to reach full effectiveness. Consequently, the
results of drug‐controlled studies can be difficult to interpret when assessing the safety
and effectiveness of a device.
It is often difficult to obtain adequate, dependable, and directly applicable historical
information from published literature or a prospective chart review due to variations in
patient demographics, selection criteria, and evaluation methodologies. Consequently,
we believe using an historical control complicates the demonstration of safety and
effectiveness in most investigations.
You can employ several strategies to facilitate subject recruitment and retention. For
example, 2:1 (or other) randomization schemes increase the likelihood that a given
subject will receive the investigational treatment. Crossover study designs allow sham
or drug control subjects to receive treatment with the investigational device after a pre‐
specified time or significant disease progression.
We generally recommend a randomized, controlled trial to address the challenges
described in this guidance document; if you use an alternative study design, we
recommend you discuss how it is scientifically sound and will address relevant safety
and effectiveness questions. While we recognize that there is no unique “best design”
for investigations of BPH treatments, we consider the elements discussed in this
document as core features of well‐designed studies. As noted, we will consider
alternative study designs, but we recommend that you clearly explain the scientific
reasoning supporting your alternative design (e.g., How will bias be minimized? How
does the study address placebo effects? How does the control compare with current
patient characteristics and standards of clinical care?).
For all study designs, we recommend you collect detailed baseline and demographic
information on all study subjects so that the study groups can be assessed for
imbalances in prognostic factors.

D.

Blinding (Masking)

Sources of bias in a clinical trial include investigator bias, evaluator bias, and placebo or
sham effect (defined in Appendix 1). To protect the study against these sources of
biases, we recommend you incorporate blinding (masking) into the study design. Single‐
blind designs mask the subject from knowing what intervention was assigned. Double‐
blind studies mask both the subject and the investigator. In cases where single‐ and
double‐blind designs are impossible or not feasible, it is usually possible to use a masked
third party evaluator to evaluate certain outcome measures, e.g., symptoms scores,
quality of life, cystoscopy, adverse events.
Blinding is usually accomplished by coding the interventions and having an individual
who is not on the patient care team control the key to the code. Since bias introduced
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by breaches in blinding can be very difficult to assess in the analysis, we recommend you
do not to break the code until the analysis is completed. If your study incorporates
blinding, the protocol should describe the blinding methodology and prospectively
define the conditions for breaking the blinding code.

E.

Study Endpoints

Your clinical protocol should clearly specify and support the study’s primary and
secondary endpoints. To ensure the collection of meaningful results, these endpoints
should be clinically relevant to the patient population you intend to target in the study.
Additional factors to consider when selecting the optimum endpoints for your clinical
investigation are described below.
1. Primary Endpoints
The primary safety and effectiveness endpoints are the clinical measures that best
characterize the safety and effectiveness of the device and are used to judge the
overall success of the study. For a BPH device study, the primary endpoint specified
in the statistical hypothesis is usually an effectiveness endpoint, which, in turn,
directly impacts the indications for use. Generally, study success is based on the
ability of the study to achieve both the primary effectiveness endpoint and the
primary safety endpoint.
2. Primary Effectiveness Endpoint
The primary effectiveness endpoint should be one that is clinically meaningful and,
ideally, should fully characterize the effect of treatment. Due to the subjective
nature of BPH symptoms, it is difficult to find an effectiveness measure that is
objective and repeatable (i.e., has low test‐retest variability), yet is also meaningful
to patients and relevant to their reasons for seeking treatment.
Since its development, the most widely used primary outcome measure used in
studies of therapies for BPH has been the American Urological Association Symptom
Index (AUA‐SI) and the equivalent International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS).
These measures consist of seven questions assessing lower urinary tract symptoms
(LUTS) associated with BPH (i.e., incomplete emptying, frequency, hesitancy,
urgency, weak stream, straining, and nocturia). Each question is scored on a 0‐5
scale and summed to form a final score from 0‐35, where higher scores reflect more
severe symptoms. 21 An additional disease‐specific quality of life question scored
separately on a 0‐6 scale is included in the IPSS. These instruments are considered
21

Barry, MJ, Fowler FJ Jr., O'Leary MP, Bruskewitz RC, Holtgrewe HL, Mebust, WK, et al.,
The American Urological Association symptom index for benign prostatic hyperplasia. The
Measurement Committee of the American Urological Association. J Urol, 1992, 148:1549.
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reliable measures of LUTS due to BPH, and have been validated in multiple
languages. 22
Bothersome LUTS is usually the primary reason a patient seeks treatment for his
BPH, and most devices used to treat BPH are designed to provide symptomatic
relief. In most clinical trials, the primary effectiveness endpoint should demonstrate
improvements in symptom severity. Specifically, we recommend you base the
primary effectiveness endpoint upon the improvement in AUA‐SI (or IPSS) compared
to baseline.
Because patients cannot discern an AUA‐SI (or IPSS) score difference of less than 3
points, 23 the minimal treatment difference generally considered clinically significant
is 3. Additionally, separation of the irritative and obstructive symptom questions in
the AUA‐SI (or IPSS) is psychometrically valid, but at this time it is not clear that such
sub‐score analyses are clinically meaningful. 24
We recognize that other outcome measures may be appropriate as well due to
specific device design characteristics or desired marketing claims. For example,
claims for reduction of obstruction could be based on documented improvement in
flow rate, results of “pressure/flow” studies (cystometry), and post‐void residual
urine volume. If you choose an alternative outcome measure, it is important that
you provide a scientifically valid rationale that explains its appropriateness for your
device.
3. Primary Safety Endpoint
We generally recommend you base the primary safety endpoint on the incidence
and severity of adverse events. However, if the device is associated with, or
intended to mitigate, a specific safety concern, then it may be appropriate to base
the primary safety endpoint on the specific adverse event(s) of interest associated
with that concern, while still recording all adverse events.
22

Barry MJ, Adolfsson J, Batista JE, et al., Measuring symptoms and health impact of
benign prostatic hyperplasia and its treatments. In: Denis L, Griffiths K, Khoury S et al.
(eds). Fourth international consultation on BPH. Plymouth: Plymbridge Distributors: 1998:
265-321.
23
Barry, MJ, Willlifred WO, Chang Y, et al., Benign prostatic hyperplasia specific health
status measures in clinical research: How much change in the American Urological
Association Symptom Index and the Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia Impact Index is
perceptible to patients. J Urol, 1995, 154:1770-1774.
24
Barry, Michael J., et al., Filling and voiding symptoms in the American Urological
Association symptom index: the value of their distinction in a Veterans Affairs randomized
trial of medical therapy in men with a clinical diagnosis of benign prostatic hyperplasia. J
Urol, 164:1559-1564, 2000.
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To collect safety information reliably, we recommend your protocol instruct the
investigators to record all adverse events, regardless of whether you believe they
are device‐related or anticipated. We recommend you routinely record the
following events:







genitourinary events, i.e., events associated with the urinary tract and/or the
surrounding genital region;
damage to the bladder floor, trigone, sphincters, and rectum;
infections;
secondary surgical interventions;
all transient post‐procedure events; and
deaths.

Adverse events should be categorized according to their respective relatedness to
the device or procedure, and their severity. This categorization should be based on
pre‐defined criteria and can be accomplished by study investigators or an
independent, third‐party Clinical Events Committee (CEC). Because of the difficulty
of determining the root cause of genitourinary events, we recommend you
categorize events conservatively as either device‐ or procedure‐related unless there
is clear evidence of other causation. Additionally, we recommend that investigators
document the onset and resolution times of each adverse event, noting the method
of resolution.
We recommend the safety analysis include a descriptive assessment of the types
and frequency of adverse events observed in the study, with comparison to the
control therapy, as appropriate.
4. Secondary Endpoints
FDA believes secondary endpoints, by themselves, are not sufficient to fully
characterize treatment benefit. However, these measures may provide additional
characterization of the treatment effect. Specifically, secondary endpoints can:







supply background and understanding of the primary endpoints;
be the individual components of a composite primary endpoint, if used;
include variables for which the study is underpowered to definitively assess;
aid in the understanding of the treatment’s mechanism of action;
be associated with relevant sub‐hypotheses (separate from the major
objective of the treatment); or
be used to perform exploratory analyses.
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Assuming that the primary safety and effectiveness endpoints of the study are
successfully met, we recommend you analyze the secondary endpoints to provide
supportive evidence concerning the safety and effectiveness of the device, as well as
to support device performance described in the labeling. To minimize bias, we
recommend your protocol prospectively identify all secondary endpoints, indicating
how the data will be analyzed and what success criteria will be applied.
Although there are many possible secondary endpoints to consider for clinical
investigations of devices intended to treat BPH, we recommend your protocol
include the endpoints discussed below.
Prostate volume: Many devices intended to treat BPH, such as TUMT, can
reduce prostatic volume. Increases in prostatic volume can also indicate the
progression of BPH. Therefore, we recommend that you evaluate prostatic
volume throughout the study.
Uroflowmetry: Decreased peak urine flow rates are common in men with BPH.
We recommend you conduct uroflowmetry including peak and average flow
rates, total void time, and total void volume at each follow‐up visit.
Post void residual (PVR) urine volume: PVR has generally been considered to
reflect the severity of bladder outlet obstruction. We recommend you measure
PVR at each follow‐up visit to monitor impairment or improvement of bladder
emptying due to the treatment or disease progression.
Quality of life: BPH is associated with impairment of quality of life. Therefore,
we recommend you incorporate a validated quality of life measure specific to
BPH into the study. The measure most commonly used is the disease‐specific
quality of life question included with the AUA‐SI (or IPSS) questionnaire.
Sexual function and dysfunction: Both BPH and many of its therapies adversely
affect sexual function. Therefore, we recommend you incorporate a validated,
gender‐specific measure of sexual function assessed at each follow‐up visit.
Recommendations regarding the statistical analysis of secondary endpoints are
discussed below in section N. Statistical Analysis Recommendations of this guidance
document.

F.

Study Duration

You should design your clinical study to assess whether the treatment effect, assessed
using the primary and secondary effectiveness endpoints, persists for a clinically
meaningful period of time. For devices intended either as a curative treatment for BPH
or for long‐term management, we recommend you follow subjects during the
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premarket follow‐up period for 1 year following treatment to document the stability of
the treatment effect and to monitor adverse events. However, it is possible that longer
follow‐up may be appropriate depending upon a variety of device‐specific factors or
study design considerations. For example, for devices in which retreatment is required
or permitted, we recommend the follow‐up duration refer to the period following final
treatment. As another example, if either the device or the control (e.g., a drug control)
is expected to have a significant delay in the time to achieve the full treatment effect,
we recommend the duration of the study be extended accordingly.
In addition to the premarket follow‐up considerations discussed above, long‐term
postapproval studies may be appropriate for class III (premarket approval) devices to
assess the stability of the treatment effect and any specific long‐term safety and
effectiveness concerns that arise during the premarket study. For devices for which
postapproval studies are anticipated or possible, we recommend your study continue to
follow subjects annually beyond marketing approval. In the event FDA requires a
postapproval study as a condition of PMA approval, 25 incorporating this extended
follow‐up in the original pivotal study will allow you to convert the premarket study into
a postapproval study, eliminating the need to obtain additional informed consent from
study subjects for follow‐up and recruiting new subjects.

G.

Statistical Hypothesis

The statistical hypothesis follows directly from the primary objective of the study and
establishes the framework for the design of your study. The statistical hypothesis is also
used to calculate the sample size and helps determine the statistical methodology that
will be used to analyze the primary study endpoint. For these reasons, you should
formulate a clear statistical hypothesis that is consistent with the primary objective of
your study when you design your pivotal clinical trial. All other elements of your clinical
study design should be consistent with your statistical hypothesis.
For non‐inferiority studies, we recommend the hypothesis incorporate a non‐inferiority
delta level that reflects a maximum tolerable difference that is “clinically insignificant”
(i.e., “not clinically meaningful”) in the analysis of the primary endpoint. Larger values
of the non‐inferiority delta level are usually supported by demonstrating significant
benefits in the safety of the investigational device. For superiority studies, we
recommend the hypothesis state a clinically meaningful level of improvement (i.e., a
superiority delta) by which the investigational device should exceed the control with
regard to the analysis of the primary endpoint. If the investigational device offers a
clinically significant improvement in safety, however, a superiority delta level of zero in
the evaluation of the effectiveness endpoint may be appropriate.

25

21 CFR 814.82(a)(2)
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H.

Sample Size

We recommend your protocol include the calculation of the estimated sample size
appropriate to test the statistical hypothesis. For this calculation, we recommend using
a statistical formula that is appropriate for the proposed statistical hypothesis. We
recommend you state and support all statistical assumptions associated with the sample
size calculation. For additional recommendations, see “Statistical Guidance for Clinical
Trials of Non‐Diagnostic Medical Devices” 26 and “Guidance for the Use of Bayesian
Statistics in Medical Device Clinical Trials.” 27
Since patient drop‐out and other forms of missing data may occur in any clinical study,
we recommend adjusting the calculated sample size upward by the anticipated loss to
follow‐up rate. Additionally, upward adjustment of the sample size can minimize the
likelihood of having inadequate statistical power due to incorrect assumptions regarding
the treatment and placebo effects and their variance.

I.

Patient Selection Criteria

Although BPH is predominantly confined to older men, age and other baseline
characteristics of the patient population can impact the effectiveness and safety of
different device therapies for BPH. Therefore, we recommend you develop inclusion
and exclusion criteria for your clinical trial that select a cohort representative of the
population that will be treated clinically, while limiting characteristics that could
confound the interpretation of the data.
We recommend your protocol define inclusion criteria that identify an appropriate
target population. Specifically, your study should enroll men clinically diagnosed with
BPH that requires treatment. The patient characteristics we recommend you consider
in developing the inclusion criteria for your study include the following.
Age: The protocol should state the age range eligible for enrollment. Because BPH
is generally confined to older men, we recommend you include men over 50.
Diagnosis: Investigators should diagnose subjects as having symptomatic BPH. We
recommend the diagnosis criteria specified in the protocol be consistent with the
current standard of care.

26

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/
ucm106757.htm
27
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/
ucm071072.htm
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Prostate size: Frequently, devices intended to treat BPH are specifically designed to
treat prostates of a specific size in terms of volume and length. We recommend
your inclusion criteria prospectively define allowable prostate size within lower and
upper limits based on the parameters of the particular therapy.
Symptom severity: Generally, patients seek treatment for BPH due to bothersome
symptoms. We recommend your protocol prospectively define a range of AUA‐SI (or
IPSS) scores consistent with the severity of symptoms your device is intended to
treat. For example, an AUA‐SI > 20 is consistent with the current clinical definition
of severe BPH.20
Peak urine flow rate: Reduced urinary flow rates are indicative of bladder outlet
obstruction and are suggestive of BPH. We recommend you include subjects with
peak urine flow rates that are indicative of obstruction (e.g., < 12 ml/sec). 28
Subject compliance and suitability: We recommend enrolling subjects who are able
to understand all study requirements and have life expectancies greater than the
study period. Further, we recommend enrolling subjects who are able to tolerate
the procedure (e.g., good surgical candidates) and agree to baseline and follow‐up
evaluations specified in the protocol.
We recommend your study protocol define exclusion criteria that prevent enrollment of
subjects with characteristics that could confound the interpretation of the data or that
suggest that your device poses undue risk. The patient characteristics we recommend
you consider in developing the exclusion criteria for your study include the following.
Confounding conditions: We recommend your protocol exclude men with a history
of any illness that might confound the results of the study, produces symptoms that
might be confused with those of BPH, or poses additional risk to the patient based
on device design. Examples include:




28

cardiac arrhythmias, cardiac disease including congestive heart failure,
uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, significant respiratory disease, or known
immunosuppression;
neurogenic bladder and/or sphincter abnormalities due to Parkinson's
disease, multiple sclerosis, cerebral vascular accident, diabetes, etc.;
a post void residual (PVR) volume > 250 ml measured by ultrasound or acute
urinary retention; 29

Using current techniques, an adequate minimum voided volume (i.e., 125 ml) is necessary
to obtain accurate measurement of flow rates. Also, we recommend that you base the
baseline flow rates on two separate measurements.
29
Subjects in urinary retention should be excluded or treated as a separate cohort due to
confounding problems in this group.
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compromised renal function (i.e., serum creatinine level > 1.8 mg/dl, or
upper‐tract disease);
confirmed or suspected bladder cancer;
recent (within 3 months) cystolithiasis or hematuria;
urethral strictures, bladder neck contracture, or other potentially
confounding bladder pathology;
a history of prostatitis within the last 5 years; or
an active urinary tract infection.

Prostate cancer: We recommend your protocol exclude men with confirmed or
suspected malignancy of the prostate based on the digital rectal exam (DRE),
prostate biopsy, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), or prostate specific antigen (PSA)
level. We recommend your investigators test the PSA level of all subjects. Currently
clinical guidelines indicate that a PSA level > 10 ng/ml is indicative of prostate
cancer. We recommend your investigators conduct a prostate biopsy prior to
enrollment, if indicated, based on DRE, or if the subject’s PSA is > 2.5 ng/ml and ≤ 10
ng/ml and his free PSA is < 25% of total PSA. 30
Surgical history: We recommend your protocol exclude men with a history of any
surgery that might confound the results of the study, or that poses additional risk to
the patient based on device design. Examples include:





previous rectal surgery (other than hemorrhoidectomy) or history of rectal
disease if the therapy may potentially cause injury to sites of previous rectal
surgery, e.g., if a transrectal probe is used;
previous pelvic irradiation or radical pelvic surgery;
previous prostate surgery, balloon dilatation, stent implantation, laser
prostatectomy, hyperthermia, or any other invasive treatment to the
prostate; or
cardiac pacemaker or metallic implants in the pelvic/femoral area, if
warranted, based on device design (unless electromagnetic compatibility and
safety with these implants are prospectively demonstrated).

Future fertility: We recommend your protocol exclude men interested in future
fertility, if your device has the potential to impact fertility.

30

We recognize that current thinking on best clinical practices on the use of PSA in
screening for prostate cancer and the minimum normal value for PSA is under debate in the
clinical community (see Barry MJ, Prostate-specific-antigen testing for early diagnosis of
prostate cancer, N Engl J Med, 2001, 344:1373-1377.). We believe that it is important to
exclude subjects with prostate cancer from clinical studies of devices used to treat BPH and,
therefore, recommend that you adopt the more conservative limits for PSA described.
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Concomitant medications: We recommend your protocol exclude men taking
medications that affect BPH symptoms, or alternatively, adequately justify their
inclusion (e.g., medically necessary, stable dosage). Such medications include
prescription and over‐the‐counter drugs, as well as dietary supplements. If
potentially confounding medications are clinically appropriate to be taken
concurrent with the study, we recommend your protocol state that the dosage
should not change during the study period unless medically necessary. If you intend
to exclude specific medications from your study, we recommend your protocol
specify required wash‐out periods after which subjects can be enrolled or treated.
For example, we recommend excluding men using:





J.

beta blockers, antihistamines, anticonvulsants, and antispasmodics within 1
week of treatment unless there is documented evidence that the patient has
been on the same drug dose for at least 6 months with a stable voiding
pattern (the drug dose should not be altered or discontinued for entrance
into or throughout the study);
alpha blockers, antidepressants, anticholinergics, androgens, and
gonadotropin‐releasing hormonal analogs within 2 months of treatment; and
5‐alpha reductase inhibitors within 6 months of treatment.

Pre‐Treatment Evaluation Schedule

We recommend your protocol clearly describe all baseline tests, measurements, and
examinations you plan to conduct at the pre‐treatment evaluation. To ensure
consistency among investigators and investigational sites, we recommend your protocol
specify clearly defined, well‐recognized measures for all tests and measurements. The
pre‐treatment urological evaluation should rule out any significant coexisting disease
that might simulate BPH and document all of the inclusion and exclusion criteria
contained in the study protocol.
To accomplish this, we recommend pre‐treatment evaluation include the following:
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a complete history and physical examination, including a focused
genitourological exam with peri‐anal sensation and anal sphincter tone, and total
duration of the patient's symptoms;
patient questionnaires including AUA‐SI (or IPSS), quality of life assessment, and
sexual function and dysfunction assessment;
uroflowmetry including voided volume with a prospectively defined minimum to
ensure meaningful analysis (e.g., > 125 ml), total time of voiding, peak flow rate,
and average flow rate, and post void residual volume (PVR); 31

PVR can be measured by ultrasound or catheterization, but consistent methods should be
used pre- and post-treatment and across investigational sites.
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K.

cystometry (liquid or gas) on all patients with simultaneous assessment of
intravesical and intra‐abdominal pressure for determination of detrusor
pressure; 32
blood and urine chemistry including urinalysis, urine cultures, complete blood
count (CBC), PSA, blood urea nitrogen (BUN), creatinine, and electrolytes;
prostate length and weight using DRE and TRUS;
prostate biopsy with a minimum of 12 cores 33,34 if clinically indicated; 35
cystoscopic examination to document bladder neck obstruction, the presence or
absence of urethral strictures or bladder pathology, the condition of the
prostatic urethra, and the anatomy of the gland (e.g., size, lobar distribution and
anatomy, length from the verumontanum to the bladder neck); and
proctoscopy if the therapy may potentially cause rectal injury.

Investigator Selection and Training

We recommend you select study sites and investigators that are capable of recruiting
sufficient numbers of eligible subjects, who are representative of the target population
for your particular device. Sites that have a large proportion of protocol deviations can
complicate pooling and statistical analysis of the results, and ultimately may invalidate
the study conclusions.
To ensure the safe, proper, and consistent use of the device, prospective investigators
often benefit from training, particularly if the investigational device is novel in clinical
design or application or requires different procedures and settings than those used for
similar devices. Therefore, we recommend the protocol describe a training program
that will be used to educate investigators on the use of the investigational device during
the study. We recommend training consist of didactic instruction covering the device
functions and principles of operation, and include proctoring by an experienced
32

LUTS can arise from several pathophysiological conditions besides BPH. Pressure-flow
urodynamics are helpful in establishing the mechanism of action for a device, particularly a
novel treatment. We recommend that you conduct detrusor pressure-flow studies in as many
subjects as possible, preferably greater than 30% of subjects. Additionally, in order to
minimize bias we recommend that this sub-group consist of both treatment and control
subjects and that you prospectively define the means for selecting subjects for the sub-group.
33
Escew LA, Bare RL, McCollough DL, Systematic 5 region prostate biopsy is superior to
sextant method for diagnosing carcinoma of the prostate. J Urol, 1997, 157:199-203.
34
Levine MA, Ittman M, Melamed J, et al. 2 consecutive set of transrectal ultrasound guided
sextant biopsies of the prostate for the detection of prostate cancer. J Urol, 1998, 159:471476.
35
We recommend that a prostate biopsy be performed if indicated based on DRE or if the
subject’s PSA is > 2.5 ng/ml and ≤ 10 ng/ml and his free PSA is < 25% of total PSA (see
Barry MJ, Prostate-specific-antigen testing for early diagnosis of prostate cancer, N Engl J
Med, 2001, 344:1373-1377.).
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physician. If the plan includes proctored training, we recommend you prospectively
identify the number of proctored subjects per investigational site and state how these
subjects will be included in the analysis. Additionally, it may be useful for the training to
highlight the important or unique aspects of the clinical study, such as screening,
obtaining informed consent, the randomization process, study blinding, the follow‐up
schedule, data collection methodology, and adverse event reporting.

L.

Treatment Information

To promote consistency across investigators and investigational sites, the study protocol
should describe the investigational and control treatments. This information should
include the following:







patient preparation;
anesthesia requirements;
device directions for use (e.g., sizing, route of administration, technique,
placement, settings/treatment parameters);
recommended instrumentation and imaging;
surgical technique; and
post‐operative care.

Additionally, if the investigational or control therapy involves multiple or staged
treatments, or if the protocol allows the option of retreatment during the study, we
recommend your protocol describe these aspects of treatment in detail. In the case of
retreatment, we recommend your protocol specify the criteria for retreatment, the
minimum and maximum time intervals between treatments, the maximum number of
treatments, and any special treatment instructions for performing retreatment.
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M.

Post‐Treatment Evaluations

We recommend the post‐treatment evaluation schedule include multiple follow‐up
visits spanning the entire study duration, e.g., 1, 3, 6, and 12 months post‐treatment.
For thermotherapy devices, we recommend a follow‐up visit shortly after treatment,
(e.g., 8‐10 days after removal of a post‐treatment catheter), consistent with the
standard of care. For devices in which a post‐market study is possible or anticipated, we
recommend the post‐treatment evaluation schedule include periodic follow‐up visits,
e.g., yearly for all subjects until marketing approval.
Your protocol should clearly describe the follow‐up schedule, and identify all tests,
measurements, and examinations you plan to conduct at each post‐treatment
evaluation. To ensure consistency with the investigators and investigational sites, we
recommend all tests and measurements be performed using well‐recognized methods
clearly defined within the protocol. To allow comparisons to the baseline data, we
recommend you perform all applicable post‐treatment tests using the same
methodology as the pre‐treatment evaluation. Additionally, we recommend the control
population undergo evaluation identical to the investigational group.
We recommend that post‐treatment evaluations include the following tests and
assessments:
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physical examination;
AUA‐SI (or IPSS);
quality of life assessment;
sexual function assessment;
adverse events;
uroflowmetry including voided volume with a prospectively defined minimum to
ensure meaningful analysis (e.g., 125 ml), total time of voiding, peak flow rate,
average flow rate, and post void residual volume;
cystometry on all patients at later visits, e.g., 6 and 12 months post‐treatment,
with simultaneous assessment of intravesical and intra‐abdominal pressure for
determination of detrusor pressure; 36
blood and urine chemistry, e.g., urinalysis, urine cultures, CBC, PSA, BUN,
creatinine, and electrolytes;
biopsy, if clinically indicated;
DRE at each follow‐up (to include estimation of prostate weight);
TRUS at 6 and 12 months post‐treatment (to include measurement of prostate
volume and other relevant dimensions);

Detrusor pressure-flow studies should be conducted in the subgroup of patients evaluated
pre-treatment.
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cystoscopic examination at 6 and 12 months post‐treatment to assess the effect
of the treatment and to document post‐treatment anatomy of gland and any
damage to the bladder floor, trigone, or sphincters; 37 and
proctoscopy, if applicable, to monitor any observed rectal injury.

Unless you plan to contraindicate patients interested in future fertility from treatment,
we recommend you assess the effects of your device on future fertility by evaluating
semen quality and quantity.

N.

Statistical Analysis Recommendations

The protocol should include a comprehensive statistical analysis plan that prospectively
describes how the study results will be analyzed. All statistical analyses used in an
investigation should be appropriate for its analytical purpose and thoroughly
documented. We recommend the statistical analysis plan include the information
discussed below.
1. Statistical Analyses
We recommend your protocol prospectively state all planned statistical analyses of
the primary and secondary endpoints. If you plan that the study subjects and
investigators (or other evaluators) be blinded to the subject’s treatment allocation
(i.e., investigational devices vs. control therapy), your protocol should collect
information to assess the effectiveness of the blinding (e.g., by asking subjects which
study group they think they are in). Your protocol should also specify when blinding
will be broken.
When reporting the findings of your clinical trial, we recommend you:
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compare all treatment data to the control;
stratify the safety and effectiveness data by relevant covariates including
pre‐treatment patient characteristics and treatment parameters;
account for all patients at each follow‐up period;
provide graphical presentation of data and results;
provide summary tables for all important parameters (including summary
tables presenting the raw data for each patient and cohort analysis); and
provide a justification for pooling results across investigational sites and a
stratification of the data as a function of investigational site;

For some devices, it may be acceptable to conduct the cystoscopic follow-up examination
in a subgroup. This subgroup should be randomized to minimize bias and consist of at least
30% of the study patients.
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2. Primary Endpoint Analyses
The primary statistical analysis of the study is generally the statistical analysis used
to assess the overall success or failure of the study. Therefore, we recommend you
describe and document the details of this analysis in your protocol. As stated under
F. Study Duration, we recommend conducting the primary analysis of study success
using 1‐year follow‐up data. To reduce bias, we recommend performing this
primary analysis using the intent‐to‐treat (ITT) population. The ITT population
includes all subjects randomized into the study, regardless of whether or not the
subjects received the treatment to which they were randomized.
In addition to the ITT analysis, we recommend your protocol specify other analyses
of the primary endpoint to assess the robustness of the study results. We
recommend you conduct these additional analyses to assess whether the results are
consistent with the conclusion of the primary ITT analysis, and, therefore, are
supportive of your study conclusions. Every effort should be made to assess the
plausibility of the underlying assumptions for each of these sensitivity analyses. We
recommend these additional analyses include the following, among others:





analysis of the “per protocol” population, e.g., subjects treated and followed
per the protocol;
sensitivity analyses, using a pre‐specified variety of methods for imputing
missing data;
longitudinal or repeated measures analysis, to assess impact of “time post‐
treatment” upon the results; and
assessment of the number of subjects who are “significantly improved,” “not
significantly improved,” and “worse” at each follow‐up period (relative to
baseline).

To investigate the potential impact of subject‐related and treatment‐related factors
upon the primary safety and effectiveness endpoints and to uncover any important
prognostic factors, we recommend your protocol describe comprehensive covariate
analyses. To minimize bias associated with these analyses, we recommend your
protocol prospectively define all important covariates. Important covariates include,
but are not limited to:







investigational site;
age;
weight or body mass index;
ethnicity;
duration of BPH symptoms;
all baseline measures of BPH (e.g., prostate size/volume, peak and mean flow
rates, PVR, AUA‐SI (or IPSS), and a BPH‐specific quality of life score);
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retreatments;
medication usage; and
important device‐related covariates (e.g., device settings, size, etc.). 38

3. Secondary Endpoint Analyses
We recommend your protocol prospectively define the statistical plan for
performing secondary endpoint analyses in the event that the primary endpoint
analysis has been successfully met. If the secondary endpoint analyses are intended
purely as exploratory analyses, or are not intended to support the indication for use
or device performance, we recommend you submit only simple descriptions of the
analyses. If, on the other hand, any of the secondary endpoint analyses are
intended to support the indication for use or the performance of your device in the
labeling (e.g., comparing treatment and control groups using p‐values or confidence
intervals), we recommend you pre‐specify this intention in your study protocol and
describe in detail the statistical methods you plan to follow. These analyses are valid
only if the primary endpoint has been met. If your study fails the primary endpoint,
success in the secondary endpoints is generally not adequate to support approval of
a marketing application.
The primary statistical challenge in supporting the indication for use or device
performance is making multiple assessments of the secondary endpoint data
without increasing the type 1 error rate above p=0.05. There are many valid
multiplicity adjustment strategies available for use to maintain the type 1 error at or
below p=0.05, three of which are listed below:




Bonferroni procedure;
Hierarchical closed test procedure; and
Holm’s step‐down procedure.

Because each of these multiplicity adjustment strategies involves balancing different
potential advantages and disadvantages, we recommend you carefully consider each
of the adjustment strategies when you design the clinical study and prospectively
define the strategy that you intend to use. We recommend your protocol
prospectively state a statistical hypothesis for each secondary endpoint related to
indication for use or device performance.
4. Missing Data

38

All characteristics of the mode of treatment (e.g., size, power level, treatment time, etc.)
should be analyzed. The data should support the complete range of device sizes and
treatment parameters that will be available.
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Missing data can represent a significant source of potential bias. Although a variety
of statistical methods exist for imputing missing data, excessive missing data can
introduce an unacceptable level of uncertainty in the results and invalidate the study
conclusions. Therefore, we recommend every effort be made to minimize the
incidence of missing data. 39 We recommend your protocol incorporate the
elements listed below.
Efforts to minimize missed visits and drop‐outs: We recommend you describe the
efforts that will be used during the course of the study to monitor and minimize the
incidence of patient drop‐outs, such as monitoring activities, special incentives to
subjects for study compliance, methods to remind subjects of scheduled visits, and
specific efforts to contact subjects who miss their visit (e.g., telephone calls,
postcards, contact next‐of‐kin); and
Efforts to document the reasons for missing data: We recommend you identify the
steps to document:




the reason for each missed visit, e.g., complications, difficulty getting
transportation to the site;
the reason for each drop‐out, e.g., seeking alternate therapy, complications or
intolerance to the device, dissatisfaction with the device, moved away; and
the cause of any death, e.g., autopsy report, death certificate.

To permit a complete and detailed accounting of all study subjects, we recommend
you collect complete information during the study. Because loss to follow‐up
jeopardizes the conclusions that can be made about the long‐term safety and
effectiveness of a device, we recommend you limit the overall rate of loss to follow‐
up to less than 20% over the course of the study.
The protocol should specify how you plan to address missing data in the statistical
analysis. A common approach is ITT analysis. Other approaches include the as‐
treated or per protocol analyses. The ITT approach preserves the comparability of
patients with respect to (observed and unobserved) baseline characteristics and is
generally regarded as the preferred method for evaluating a new therapy. 40 As
discussed above (in 2. Primary Endpoint Analyses), sensitivity analyses that
compare results obtained under various assumptions about the missing data
mechanism should be conducted.

39

Woolhard RH, et al. present a brief review of techniques to enhance follow-up and to
address loss to follow-up (Ref. 18).
40
Ellenberg, JH, Intent-to-treat analysis versus as-treated analysis. Drug Inf J, 1996, 30:53544.
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O.

Risk Analysis

The protocol should contain a clinically sound risk analysis in support of the proposed
investigation. In clinical studies that require an approved IDE application, 41 the risk
analysis must include the elements specified in 21 CFR 812.25(c), which are listed below:





a description and analysis of all increased risks to which subjects will be exposed
by the investigation;
the manner in which these risks will be minimized;
a justification for the investigation; and
a description of the patient population, including the number, age, sex, and
condition.

We recommend the risk analysis section of your protocol include the risks of the device
itself and the risk associated with the treatment procedure. In addition, we recommend
you convey these risks to potential subjects using easily understood terminology in the
informed consent document.

P.

Study Monitoring

We believe that proper study monitoring is critical to assure the safety of study subjects,
investigator adherence to the investigational plan and the applicable requirements of 21
CFR Parts 50 and 812, and the quality and integrity of the resulting clinical data.
Therefore, we recommend that the investigational plan incorporate a comprehensive,
written monitoring plan that investigators agree to follow during the study. In clinical
studies that require an approved IDE application, the IDE application must include
written monitoring procedures in accordance with 21 CFR 812.25(e). In addition, please
see the Agency’s published guideline entitled “Guideline for the Monitoring of Clinical
Investigations” 42 on recommended approaches to monitoring clinical investigations
involving FDA‐regulated products.
Written monitoring procedures help to assure that each person involved in the
monitoring process carries out his or her duties. In addition to the elements required by
21 CFR Part 812 and 21 CFR Part 50 and recommended in the “Guideline for the
Monitoring of Clinical Investigations, we recommend you include the following
elements into your monitoring procedures:


41

identification of a trained and qualified monitor;

An approved IDE is required before beginning a clinical study of a significant risk device
in the United States as defined in 21 CFR 812.3(m).
42
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/BioresearchMonitoring/ucm135075.htm
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description of pre‐investigation and periodic visits, including the timing of these
visits and the specific monitoring activities to be performed;
criteria for the review of representative subject records for completeness and
accuracy; and
elements for an adequate record of on‐site monitoring visits, including findings,
conclusions, and action taken to correct any deficiencies.

We recommend the study monitor overseeing the trial identify potential weaknesses
during the study that may necessitate modifying the protocol. The study monitor
should also have contingency plans available for unforeseen problems that may occur,
and have a means to rapidly implement those plans. We recommend you and the
monitor carefully devise any contingency plans for the study with the goal of preserving
the integrity of your study design. We also recommend your monitor assure that study
subjects are entered, interventions are assigned, follow‐up data are collected at the
appropriate times, and data are completely and accurately recorded, as specified in the
protocol.

Q.

Case Report Forms

To ensure all information collected during the course of the clinical study is
documented, we recommend your study incorporate case report forms for investigators
to complete separately for each subject. To facilitate the documentation of all subject,
treatment, and study data, we recommend you record all information described in your
protocol on case report forms including:








a pre‐treatment evaluation form;.
a treatment information form;
post‐treatment evaluation forms;
a concomitant medication form;
a protocol deviation form;
an adverse events form; and
a patient discontinuation information form.

We recommend the content of these forms reflect the following information:
A pre‐treatment evaluation form includes all relevant information from pre‐
treatment evaluation, such as medical history, physical exam, baseline screening
measures, and documentation of inclusion and exclusion criteria.
A treatment information form includes all relevant information regarding the
treatment procedure for both the investigational device and the control therapy,
such as date, pre‐operative preparation, anesthesia usage, device directions for use
(e.g., sizing, placement, settings or treatment parameters), instrumentation and
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imaging usage, surgical technique, post‐operative care, protocol deviations, and
complications. If retreatment is permitted during the study, similar information
should be recorded at that time.
Post‐treatment evaluation forms include all data collected at each follow‐up visit.
We recommend a separate post‐treatment evaluation form be completed at each
follow‐up visit.
A concomitant medication form lists all medications and dietary and herbal
supplements taken by the subject at baseline and during the study, specifying the
dates of usage and dosage.
A protocol deviation form identifies and describes each protocol deviation,
indicating the date, type of deviation, and clinical justification for the deviation.
An adverse events form identifies and describes each adverse event, including the
onset date, type and description, device‐relatedness, severity, method of
intervention or resolution, and resolution date.
A patient discontinuation information form includes the date and reason for a
patient’s discontinuation from the study. Typical reasons for study termination
include study follow‐up completed, consent withdrawn by the subject, the subject
exited to receive alternate treatment, the investigator chooses to exit the subject,
death of the subject, and the subject became lost to follow‐up.

VI. Conclusions
Our intent of this guidance is to assist you in developing non‐clinical and clinical trials for
devices to treat BPH. In addition, we encourage you to contact us to discuss any questions
you may have regarding your specific device, its intended use, clinical study design, or other
considerations. If you are proposing an alternative approach to the study design
recommendations in this guidance, we also encourage you to request a presubmission
meeting.
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Appendix 1
Sources of Bias
Selection Bias
occurs when patients
possessing one or more
important prognostic factors
appear more frequently in one
of the comparison groups than
in the others.
Investigator Bias
occurs when an investigator
consciously or subconsciously
favors one study group at the
expense of the others.
Evaluator Bias
is a type of investigator bias in
which the person measuring
the outcome variable
intentionally or
unintentionally records the
measurements in favor of one
intervention over another.
Studies that have subjective
endpoints (e.g., quality of life)
are particularly susceptible to
this form of bias.
Placebo or Sham Effect
is a bias that occurs when a
patient exposed to an inactive
therapy believes that he (or
she) is being treated with an
intervention and subsequently
shows or reports
improvement.
Missing Data
can introduce bias when
subjects who do not report for
follow‐up experience a
different outcome from those
who do.

Common Mitigation Methods


Randomization



Objective diagnostic and outcome measures



Homogeneous study population



Pre‐specified protocol, endpoints, and
statistical plan



Blinding



Pre‐specified protocol, endpoints, and
statistical plan



Blinding



Objective diagnostic and outcome measures



Randomization



Blinding



Objective diagnostic and outcome measures



Documentation and enhanced compliance



Plan to conduct sensitivity analyses
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